AARAMBH WALDORF SCHOOL
Newsletter for the month of September 2016

When human beings honestly
seek the spiritual together,
they will also find the way
to each other from soul to soul.

Message from school
Aarambh now completes three years of its journey and starts taking firm steps towards it’s 4th year with love
and support of everyone.
This year began with lovely monsoon, drip drop of rains, lush green garden, children eagerly waiting to jump
in puddles, have sand and water all over them; and inside the classrooms, walls were painted with love by the
parents of our school. Teachers had set up classes with love and care.
Children were happy and eager to meet all their friends - old children watching new children who still had a
hard time bidding their parents goodbye…and slowly they became happy to say bye. Like new leaves sprouting there was new joy which came with pushing and pulling of toys and each other too; and running back to
playing again with each other! Wish it was so easy in the adult world too!
Kindergarten children peeping into doors of Grades and eager to know what goes on there and when will my
turn come. Grade children already feel quite big and are often saying “Oh now who is crying in KG, they are so
naughty”. Unlike KG children they find somethings of the younger world funny now.
Grade children are busy learning the secrets of the number world and language through stories, movement,
drama, drawing, skipping - eagerly seeing the play of different colors in painting, singing with joy and busy
with knitting, weaving and enjoying cooking for KG children.
Whereas our KG children are busy in their world of imitation discovering their capacities of running, jumping,
playing, cooking, painting, colouring, cleaning and preparing for festivals.
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Teacher Talk
'Imitation' was one word that stayed with me from my first orientation on Waldorf education at Aarambh with
Mr. Manivanan. When I heard it, the idea did resonate with me, I could connect with it very well (intellectually I
guess); but at the same time I wondered how does it happen in real life, how could we solely rely on imitation
and no verbal instructions with children. As I started with my first month at Aarambh in February, there were
many more such thoughts that puzzled me. When we would do various activities with children in Kindergarten, we wouldn’t expect or force children to join in. We would invite them though in creative ways by humming,
singing and through gestures but if we felt the child isn’t ready and not willing to join we would wait for them.
The wait I realised wasn’t a day or two long but perhaps weeks or months long. In next few months as I met
some parents in various individual and group parent meetings, I found that many parents were grappling with
the same questions that I was a while back (and many more questions that I am still...)
But over the period of the first month I saw many changes unconsciously happening within me. At home my
mother started telling me how I am contributing to household work a lot more, helping her when maid is on
leave, cleaning my room, dusting my shelves and clothes willingly and happily. Offering to do grocery shopping for my parents, spending a lot more time with them and cooking for them very often. She couldn’t help
but ask me what is it that I am doing in school that perhaps is bringing these changes. I reflected and realised
that now a days it brings immense satisfaction to me when I mop my room with my hands or sweep my house,
fold washed clothes and cook for hours. My mother perhaps has tried telling me to do it over 28 years but her
words brought no success for sure :)
If these changes could happen to me solely through inspiration, without anybody telling me to do it in a very
short time then I do have trust that the same can happen with young children. It brings immense satisfaction
when without ‘forcing’ children to ‘put the toys away’ after playtime, a few of them ask me to go out of the room
so that they could give me a surprise. In next 15 minutes they invite me back to the playroom, and there I am
standing completely surprised and smiling looking at the clean room and all things being put back in their
place well by the same children who perhaps were very mischievous and playful an hour back.
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Workshop/Orientation experience
“Being fed up by the constant pressure from the earlier school that my daughter should perform better and
better everyday, I started to look for alternate schools. Waldorf schools amused us earlier and we found the way
of teaching intriguing, so we decided to go for Aarambh as an experiment. But what we learned here was far
more than what we had expected.
When I read the school's hand book the first time, I had tears in my eyes, as it was the first time I realized that
this is what my child actually deserves; till now it was she who was trying to catch up and match with the high
standards that schools usually set for young children and here this school was coming down at her level and
trying to make her as comfortable as she is at home.
As a parent I was always concerned about the number of hours my child sleeps, but I never paid any thought to
the importance of the process by which we wake up our children and then finally the manner in which they
start their day.
At the 5 day Manivannan Sir's workshop, he very beautifully explained the simple process of waking up a small
child. He said that even before we open the curtains, we should simply touch child's feet and then only open
the curtain. Taking the child into a cuddle, we should sing a soft song to the child. Through this, slowly and
non-rushed, the child would wake up to the world every day.
Another idea which deeply touched me during the workshop was the eventual replacement of interference
with involvement over the first 21 years of a child's growing up process. It was only after I was introduced with
this idea that I started treating my little one as an individual who not only deserves respect but also her own
space/ independence. Freedom with the right boundaries started making a perfect sense where I could show
my respect for her in letting her do a number of small things for herself and others. She could thus use her energies and build her confidence in the most appropriate way.
Waldorf schooling has really started answering a lot of questions I used to brush off earlier unconsciously.
The simplicity and calmness it has started to bring in our lives already is being cherished by all three of us.
Thanks for opening up new doors for us every day.
-Parul, mama to 4 year 10 month old Kaavya.
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A Window into the Waldorf World
It is 9:30 am, we get settled into a circle, share glances and are eager to know what the day will hold for us. By
the 5th day we ourselves were in a sense of rhythm that felt as natural as waking up and going to sleep. The 5
days with Mani sir was for me a time warp into the world of Waldorf. It was not a training. It was more a string
of conversations in a way totally spontaneous yet making us experience the key foundations that are at the
heart of Waldorf. I value so much this openness and for me as a parent it is very reassuring to know that I can
get a glimpse into the world my son lives in and the story behind it-that Waldorf schools educate the “will of the
child”.
The days started with a set of songs to which we moved, not always understanding the meaning. The rhythm
of the music would magically bring us all into the space no matter what we were dealing with on the way to the
school. To a bystander it would seem very odd that why we would spend almost an hour just singing and
moving. But to us it just came naturally, it helped us to feel more genuinely connected within and with the
others.
There are many things we see on the surface in the Waldorf schools- the pastel coloured walls, the natural toys,
the teacher sweeping and cutting fruit, the lack of instruction and children of all ages playing together in the
same kindergarten. In the 5 days I got some understanding of the “why”. And this why helped me understand
not just the education in school but the education at home as well.
Few gems that stay with me even now are….in the years from 0-7 children learn only from imitation. The
teacher while she spends half hour in the activity of washing, cutting and sharing the fruit is implicitly teaching
so many valuable lessons that are not immediately evident. This helped me become more conscious of my own
behavior and helped me take a moment of pause after I behaved in a way that I would not want Ayan to
behave. It reinforced my belief that it was important that Ayan also takes part in taking care of the house, in
making the food, in folding the clothes, in watering the plants, in cleaning his plates or his room.
I was struck by how our reactions are a response to a sensory perception and that can come from any or all of
the 12 senses that Steiner discovered over time. One of the senses that is so alive for me is the “other’s ego”. A
child whose ego body is not even fully formed has to take the weight of our adult ego bodies hovering powerfully over them. That visual pops in my head almost every time I have an urge to shout or stop Ayan from doing
something I do not want him to do. The sense of “life” that shows how important it is to have a daily sense of
body rhythm when it comes to sleep and food.
I was so inspired by the inclusion of the “ego body”, the “ahum”, our individuality in the stages of growth. This is
what differentiates humans from animals. And the Waldorf education helps the child to gently “grow” this ego
body and find her individuality- to find her destiny in the world. The aim is to create knowledge producers and
not knowledge consumers. The aim is not to create a mass of children who are prepared to live the world the
way it is today but to create individuals who will change that world.
Mani sir shared live experiences of what happens in a Waldorf classroom. For example, why pictorial memory is
retained far more than print memory. The teachers do not have a set curriculum which is copied from a standardized curriculum or from another school. Every Waldorf school co-creates its own curriculum that reflects the
local context and culture. There is no teaching of subjects directly, the subjects are taught implicitly through a
larger theme – for example the Egyptian civilization. The children will stitch the clothes of that time, another set
of children will make a dish from that time, another will write a letter to the Curator of the Cairo Museum asking
for the golden foot of the Pharaoh which they have measured. And through these live experiences, they will
learn Maths, English, Science and so on. Such a beautiful way to teach- “give a phenomenon of life”! The focus
is not to teach a concept directly (which is what happens in most mainstream schools) but to derive a solution
to a problem and the learn a concept through this process. This way of teaching also shows how the Waldorf
class is a social community. The interactions among the children themselves and between the children and the
teachers are the most fertile grounds for learning.
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This process of learning shows how important is the role and being of the teacher.
Steiner spoke about the four temperaments and their representation as an element in nature in a classroom
which we experienced on the last day of the training. There is the choleric (the leader-fire), the sanguine (the
chirpy one-air), the melancholic (the worried one-earth) and the phlegmatic (the calm one-water). Through a
guided silent reflection, Mani sir helped us understand which one resonated most for our children. It was a
powerful experience for me. I thought my son was the “water” element, but in fact he was the “fire”. In a split
second somehow I could make sense of all the facets of his personality and that helped me to “accept” the
“whole” Ayan and not just the parts that I liked. The teacher is conscious of these four personalities in the room
and is able to work with each one of them and therefore meets the child where she is. Learning will happen
once the connection happens.
One way to build connections is story telling. We heard and experienced many stories throughout the 5-day
training. In Waldorf education, stories are a way to connect with the child’s soul. Stories are told and retold, the
same story for four weeks, to have an impact on the child’s behavior. So when in a mainstream classroom
hitting or biting or shouting maybe dealt with punitive action and instruction alone, in a Waldorf classroom
such behavior is dealt through telling a relevant story consistently over 4 weeks. When Ayan was not wanting
to go to school many mornings, I was advised to use a story about a child who goes on an adventure, learns
many things and comes back to his mother at the end of the day. The story somehow embeds itself in the heart
of the child and causes a shift in behavior which is more internally driven than externally demanded.
I am grateful also to the other parents who were in the training. Who bravely put their thoughts, worries, questions and doubts in front of the group and Mani sir, especially around things like technology and teaching
children competition. Mani sir shared powerful stories of parents’ experiences that made us understand that
each one of us has to take this experience and learning and make sense of it for ourselves instead of just blindly
copying behavior that seems “right” by the Waldorf way. He spoke of a parent who had to separate from a joint
family after he could not convince them to stop watching TV. For that child the loss of the joint family was far
worse than the loss of the TV. Technology was a big part of the discussion and Mani sir helped us understand
that it is “age appropriate” technology that the Waldorf way speaks about and not “no technology” throughout
0-21 years. The same is the case for “competition”. It is introduced and experienced but in an age-appropriate
manner.
I really enjoy being a part of the community meetings at the school. At the last meeting we had a fascinating
discussion on “toys” at home and the question was what is the right thing to do. Namita answered in a way that
resonated with what Mani sir said at the training. She said it is not the “right” way of the others for Waldorf. It is
what we personally connect with and that we feel is right for our child and that is what we could do. This is true
for the parent and also for the teacher. Only when we personally connect and believe in what all Waldorf has to
offer, that we can live that. It will not happen overnight, it is a journey and for me and my family that journey
has just begun. I am indeed happy that the journey has begun!
-Mana, mamma of 4.5 years old Ayan
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Parent talk
I have been making plans to leave Delhi and settle in a more friendly place with open and greener spaces for
the past 7 years. In fact my plans have become a big joke in my family and friend circle - since there has been
no significant movement in this direction in all this time.
When Tharani was born, I was concerned on how I'll keep the negative influences of the city away from her,
especially in her formative years. How would she grow up in such an environment appreciating people,
relationships, nature. Thankfully, I came across Aarambh (or more specifically, the Waldorf philosophy) and was
pleasantly surprised at an education system that is acknowledging the importance of both human relationships and a deeper connect with nature.
It has been very refreshing to see a space that isn't over stimulating for the child. Aarambh /Waldorf is a space
that addresses not just the physical being but also the emotional being. It is a space that is as close to home as
possible. A space a child relates to, and is comforted by. It's a space that inspires a connect instead of unknowingly encouraging a disconnect.
It is a pleasure seeing a child go to school happily and returning content.
-Mridu Mahajan, mama of 3 years old Tharani
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Other Events
Handwork and craft activities not only serve to educate children or adults about the nature and processes
involved with the different materials, the use of tools and equipment, etc., but there is also inherent the
therapeutic aspect from which the pupils benefit.
Aarambh welcomes children and adults for various craft workshops throughout the year at school.
We usually send all of our interested parents and friends an update of our upcoming workshop, drop us an
email on trainings.aarambhdelhiwaldorf@gmail.com to get regular updates about events at the school.

Understanding Waldorf

Viewpoints on Play and Sport (adapted from Jackie Davis, High Mowing Waldorf School)

Children and team sports - are we erasing a valuable history?

TV, movies and videos, rock music, computers, and team sports like soccer have all come to be regarded as
normal for elementary age children. A lot could be said about these popular cultural hall- marks; instead, let's
look at the many, many things child- hood can be filled with, that are actually much better than these ‘normal’
activities. Early participation in team sports is often motivated by parental concern that children will not be
ready for high school sports if they don’t build spe- cific skills long before the teenage years.
From my viewpoint, historically, children acquired the ability to play team sports by playing imaginative and
age- related games that evolved as they grew. The traditional non-sport imaginative games made up by
children con- tained ability building blocks that lead up to adult-designed rule-laden sports in due time.
As a gym teacher and a father of four boys, I’ve tried it both ways, and found that the play-builds-capacities
method is more productive and more fun in the long run. This conclusion is also supported by a look at the
history of play: one shelf of my gym teacher bookshelf at home is filled with books of competitive games
played all over the world from 2000 B.C. to 1950 A.D. These are treasuries of games with names like Haley
Over, Jackstones, Rounders, Venconmigo... Garrison Keillor in his book “Lake Wobegon Days” happily refers to
playing “Pom Pom Pullaway” at recess in the sixth grade in 1954. If you’re interested in rediscovering games to
play with or show your children, I highly recommend, for starters, the books “Moving Forward” (for younger
ages) and “Games Children Play”.

From play to team sport

Believe it or not, I actually think wrestling education has to start with a game like London Bridge in first grade.
London Bridge teaches two key principles: (1) Someone will grab you and that will be okay; (2) Sooner or later
you’ll lose, and that will be okay too. From there, the sport can be built up through playful games like Bear
Wrestling, Stork Wrestling, gymnastics, King of the Mountain, Oaken Doors, “Indian” Leg Wrestling, and a score
of other games, so that by sixth grade, an introduction to the actual sport of Collegiate Wrestling, for boys
and for girls, is as natural as can be.
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Top Ten Reasons I Don’t Recommend Soccer for ages under 13
10. Children who play team sports in childhood may be less likely to play any sport during high school.
9. Competition is for teenagers. Soccer creates a “teenage mood” - it wakes children up before the right time.
8. Michael Jordan began playing basketball at 13; Dennis Rodman never played on a team until he was 21.
What’s the rush?
7. Some children who play soccer pick up a tendency to kick at other children during my gym class... and
that’s annoying!
6. Team sports, and perhaps especially soccer, bring out critical thinking; and children who play a lot of soccer
are often ready to speak critically.
5. Soccer strongly brings children into the Side-to-Side plane of movement before they finish developmental
mastery of Above-Below and Ahead-Behind.
4. Free and graceful use of arms and hands is one of the very most important developmental goals for ages 3
to 12. Soccer limits use of arms and hands.
3. Soccer skills encourage ambidexterity. Ambidexterity can be a significant academic burden.
2. Soccer leads to knee injuries.
1. Repeated head trauma and compression of vertebrae are integral parts of soccer.
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